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To all whom it may concern.
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nate by the letter 0. They are preferably 50
Be it known that I, THORNTON A. FRAZER, a round in plan view, of the same height as the
citizen of the United States of America, re rim of the box, and ?at on the top and bot
siding at Highlands, in the county of Arap tom. There must be twenty of these blocks,
ahoe and State of Colorado, have invented each provided with a different number formed
certain new and useful Improvements in on its face, the numbers used being taken 55
Puzzles; and I do declare the following to consecutively from one to twenty.
be a full, clear, and exact description of the
The stationary blocks 13 are so placed that
invention, such as will enable others skilled there is room for a block 0 to move between
in the art to which it- appertains to make and each two blocks B, and also room for a block I
use the same, reference being had to the ac C between the adjacent rim of the box and 60
companying drawings, and to the letters and each block B.
?gures of reference marked thereon, which
The blocks B and C may be of any conven
form a part of this speci?cation.
ient size, blocks B being perfectly square
My invention relates to a novel form and in plan view and of such size that the mov~
construction of puzzle designed to amuse as able round blocks could be formed therefrom;
well as test the ingenuity and skill’of the or, in other words, the diameter of the round
user, said device being of simple construc blocks is about equal to the length of one
tion, small cost, and easily operated.
side of a stationary block. The size of the
The contrivance consists, generally stated, blocks having been determined, the box A is
of a small square box of peculiar construction so constructed that the interior of its bottom 70
containing movable numbered blocks to be is square, the length of each side being equal
arranged or manipulated so as to answer cer

tain conditions.
25

to ?ve diameters of the movable blocks, or a

little more, since the blocks should have suf
ficient room to permit of their being easily

The device will be fully understood by refer
ence to the accompanying drawings, wherein moved into position.
75
is illustrated an embodiment of my invention,
It will be observed from the foregoing de
and in which——
scription that box A is of sufficient size to
Figure 1 is a plan view of the device show contain twenty-?ve movable blocks 0, whether
ing the blocks placed in the box or recep round or square. If square these blocks
tacle miscellaneously and without design or would occupy the entire space of the bottom
order. Fig. ‘2 is a similar view of the de‘ of the box, and if round the space occupied

vice showing the blocks arranged so as to by the corners of the squares would be blank.
answer one of the conditions. Fig. 3 shows As before stated, I prefer to make the sta
35 another order of arrangement. Fig. at is a tionary blocks square and the movable blocks
cross~section taken through the box.
circular. These are the forms shown in the
In the views wherein similar reference-char drawings, and probably will be found most

acters indicate corresponding parts'of the de convenient; but I do not wish to limit myself
vice, let the letter A designate a square box thereto, inasmuch as it is obvious that other
or receptacle provided with a short rim or

forms might be employed.

?ange. The bottom of this box is provided

From what- has been stated regarding the
size of the box and the number of blocks, both
stationary and movable, it is obvious that
when all the blocks are in the box there will

on its interior with four stationary blank
.blocks or raised portions B, preferably square
in plan view and of a height preferably some
45 what less than the rim of the box. These

be one blank space.

This is necessary in

parts B may be either formed integral with order to give the user an opportunity to move 95
the bottom of the box or made fast thereto in

or manipulate the blocks .in his efforts to

any desired manner.

solve the problem of their proper arrange
ment. The solution of the puzzle consists in

The movable numbered blocksl will desig

446,513
manipulating the blocks C so as’ to bring depend upon the skill and ingenuity of the
operator. Other arrangements of these blocks 30
rangements being respectively shown in Figs. might be mentioned requiring the exercise
about either of two arrangements, those ar

2 and 3.

of more or less skill and judgment in their

It will be observed that the arrangement solution, but the two illustrated and described
shown in Fig. 2 consists in placing the mov are thought preferable and sut'?eient to give .
able blocks in regular or consecutive order, a clear understanding of the principle of the 35
according to their numbers, around the outer device.
7
portion of the box and adjacent to or in con
IO

tact with the interior of the rim, and placing
the remaining four blocks in the spaces be

Having thus described 'my invention, what
I claim is—

v

The combination, with a square boX, of

tween the stationary blocks B, while in the twenty movable blocks substantially of uni~
arrangement shown in Fig. 3 the sum of all form size, said blocks being numbered con
the numbers on the blocks in each alternate secutively from 1 to 20, the box being ?ve
row in any direction, beginning with the outer
row, amounts in the aggregate to fifty.
It must be remembered, and it will of
course be understood, that in manipulating
20

the movable blocks they must not be lifted
from the bottom of the box, but must be
moved in contact therewith. In other words,
in moving a block it must not be lifted over

any other block, but must be moved practi
cally in contact with the bottom and in con
25 tinuous line during each solution of the puz
zle. I have demonstrated that both the solu
tions mentioned are possible. The time re
quired to arrive at the result will of course

blocks square on its interior and provided

with four stationary blank blocks so placed
that a movable block‘ may be placed between 45

each two stationary blocks and also between
each stationary block and the adjacent rim
of the box, substantially as and for the pur
pose set forth.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in
presence of two witnesses.
THORNTON A. FRAZER.
‘Vitnesses:

FRED. W. FELDWISCH,

WM. McCoNNELL.
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